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* Octochat is a messenger program that offers the two following features: - Sends files using TwoFish
encryption ( implemented in the libtotse.dll ) - Encrypted chat ( 100% secure! ) * Octochat is only

supported on Windows XP as the utilites need some Windows API's. * Octochat is not affiliated in any
way with Microsoft, and no Microsoft support is given. * Octochat is a GPL program, so it's free to

use. * The first version of Octochat 0.1 came with some bugs, so the first release was a bit of a dog.
Octochat 0.8 was released on January 26, 2005, which can still use all of the features. Download

Links: Octochat.zip (20.8K) Latest revision as of 18:59, 11 July 2008 Octopod Secure Chat ( Octochat
) is a chat program with file transfer abilities which used the TwoFish encryption algorithm ( designed

by Bruce Schnier ) and runs on Windows XP. Octopod secure chat ( Octochat for short ) is an
encrypted chat and encrypted file transfer program for Windows, which is easy to setup and use.

Octochat has a unique 'traffic shaping' feature where it will help to hide the time you sent a message
or file, how big it was - or the fact that you sent it at all. Octochat Description: * Octochat is a

messenger program that offers the two following features: - Sends files using TwoFish encryption (
implemented in the libtotse.dll ) - Encrypted chat ( 100% secure! ) * Octochat is only supported on

Windows XP as the utilites need

Octochat Crack + [Mac/Win]

You'll need to have ICQ available (a registered account is required). You'll also need an untrusted
person who is using Octochat (face-to-face or on the phone), together with the 'traffic shaping'

feature on. Once you setup Octochat, the traffic shaping feature will be available from then on. You
can not have the traffic shaping option and still use the chat features of Octochat (file transfers or
instant messages). Your computer or phone must have a secure internet connection. Octochat can
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use secured file transfers by using the OctoConnect application which is available at the download
site (shown below) or you can manually enter the addresses. You will need the TwoFish ( 2fish.org)

which can be downloaded from the link below. Octochat is a file transfer and chat program. It is fairly
simple to setup and use and includes a chat window where you can instant message from any ICQ

registered user on the internet with a link to Octochat and many other users. Just start up the
program and sign in with a password. A profile will be created and any information you have entered
(name, email, age) are stored securely in the profile. There is also an option to have the chat window
automatically open up whenever you start Octochat. You can then start chatting instantly with any

ICQ registered user. Octochat includes a unique 'traffic shaping' feature where it will help to hide the
time you sent a message or file, how big it was - or the fact that you sent it at all. Octochat will

automatically start on any system with Windows XP installed ( Windows 98 through Windows 8). 2
File Transfer Methods: You can use file transfers as you normally would - by copying files from one
folder on your computer to another on the other persons computer. You can use the ICQ network to
transfer files (no internet connection required) - you simply enter the other person's username, the

file name and the location of the file you want to send. The option to enter the file transfer
information manually or automatically is a configurable option. One advantage to doing it manually
is that you can add some secret phrases to help guard against random file or email transfers. For
instance, you could enter "There is a parking lot on the left!" Another example is a word that is

unique to you; for instance, "I had to say b7e8fdf5c8
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Octopod Secure Chat ( Octochat ) is an encrypted chat and encrypted file transfer program for
Windows, which is easy to setup and use. Octochat has a unique 'traffic shaping' feature where it will
help to hide the time you sent a message or file, how big it was - or the fact that you sent it at all.
Octochat has a unique 'traffic shaping' feature where it will help to hide the time you sent a message
or file, how big it was - or the fact that you sent it at all. This guide is for Windows XP users only.
Current version : 5.3 Provides File and Chat Encryption Traffic shaping Real-time connection
monitoring Encrypted file transfer Free file sharing No user registration required Installing Octochat
is an easy program to install and use. Its installation package is a zip file that you need to
decompress and run the file OctopusSetup.exe which will install Octochat. Simply follow the prompts.
When installed and running, a shortcut to the program will be placed in your start menu. Click this
shortcut to run Octochat. Notes Octochat is not free software, however it comes with a free trial
period of 14 days. You need to install a registration key to continue using the program. Octochat can
use the TwoFish encryption algorithm, which is a patent-free and free implementation of the Data
Encryption Standard (DES), the successor of the Data Encryption Standard (DES), which was used by
the U.S. Government in many of its applications. TwoFish, when used as the only encryption
mechanism, is not sufficient to guarantee secure communication and file exchange, but together
with the traffic shaping feature, it can provide good protection. This program uses the TwoFish
encryption algorithm. TwoFish is a free encryption implementation which works for both secure chat
and file transfer. It has been improved since the last release of Octopus and is now using a crypto
engine named Pedestal instead of the older Serpent. The Pedestal implementation of the TwoFish
uses Block ciphers and one-time-pad encryption, to make it a solid and robust tool. The program is
free, open source software - you can use, modify and redistribute it under the GNU General Public
License (GPL) and/or the

What's New In?

Octochat is a secure chat, and encrypted file transfer program for Windows. Octopodsecure chat
Octopod secure chat is an encrypted chat with file transfer abilities. New in version 10: - Improved
stability - Increased log file size - Improved graphic animations - Improved readability on some
monitors - Image preview of the secret key - Inactive conversations are now shown in the chat
window - Improved conversation list view - Added hidden key option - Added option to change sound
on startup - Added Support for Atlassian Confluence, now the text colors will match the theme
automatically - Added Airplay support to some games - User can now add other users to be invited to
his secret chat rooms - Improved file sharing dialog - Improved conversation filter system - Lowered
minimum support requirement New in version 9: - Added inline file transfer with integrated Yahoo
Pile directory - Added auto-share when you send a file - Direct chat initiated by pressing space -
Fixed crash problem with the buddy list - Changed chat list color - Fixed crash problem for some
users - Fixed a crash problem for the buddy list - Fixed a crash problem for the buddy list - Fixed the
layout of the buddy list - Fixed the layout of the buddy list - Fixed the system tray icon - Improved
the code for the friend list New in version 8: - Can choose to make a chat public or private - Fixed the
typo in the username filter window - Fixed the error that when you double-click the conversation
window, the list of friends won't be cleared - Fixed the bug that when you are supposed to make a
chat public, some people will be added to your friends when you click on the button - Fixed the bug
that when you click on the "send" menu, the file transfer will no longer work - Fixed the bug that the
file transfer will no longer work when the buddy list is empty - Fixed the bug that you can't click on
the conversation window while the buddy list window is open - Fixed a bug for displaying messages
and the chat status in the buddy list New in version 7: - Added a password reset option - New buddy
list layout - Changed the buddy list from displaying picture to displaying names - Changed the color
of the buddies' names - Removed the "send file directly" function - Added a "Set key" option for the
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System Requirements:

4K: Windows 7/8 Windows 7/8 Mac: macOS 10.8/10.9/10.10 Graphics card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX10xx
or AMD RX500 series Memory: 4GB RAM Storage: 100GB free space Networking: 10 Mbps Windows
10: 4K: Windows 7/8/8.1 Windows 7/8/8.1 Mac: macOS 10.10/11/12/13/14 Graphics card: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX10xx or
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